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Abstract
Making the right decisions when some of the state variables are hidden, requires
removing the uncertainty about the current state of the environment. An agent
receiving only partial observations needs to infer the true values of these hidden
variables based on the history of observations. Recent deep reinforcement learning
methods use recurrent models to keep track of past information. However, these
models are expensive to train and have convergence difficulties, especially when
dealing with high dimensional input spaces. Inspired by theory from influencebased abstraction, which asserts that in order to predict the hidden state variables
we may only need to remember about a small subset of observation variables, we
propose InfluenceNet. This new neural architecture tries to overcome the training
difficulties in high dimensional problems by restricting the input that goes into the
recurrent layers to those variables carrying important information about the nonMarkovian dynamics. Results indicate that, by forcing the agent’s internal memory
to focus on this subset rather than on the full observation, we can outperform
ordinary recurrent architectures. This approach also reduces training time and
obtains better scores than methods that stack multiple observations to remove
partial observability.

1

Introduction

It is not always guaranteed that an agent will have access to a full description of the environment to
solve a particular task. In fact, most real-world problems are by nature partially observable. This
means that some of the variables that define the state space are hidden [19]. This type of problems
can be modeled as partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDP) [14]. The model is
an extension of the MDP framework [25], which assumes that states are only partially observable,
and thus the Markov property is no longer satisfied. That is, future states do not solely depend on
the most recent observation. Most POMDP methods try to extract information from the history of
actions and observations to disambiguate the state in the underlying MDP. We argue however, that in
many cases, memorizing all the observed variables is costly and requires unnecessary effort. Instead,
we can exploit the structure of our problem and abstract away from the history those variables that
have no predictive value over the hidden ones.
Previous work on influence-based abstraction (IBA) [23] demonstrates that, in certain POMDPs,
the non-Markovian dependencies in the transition and reward functions can be fully monitored
by keeping track of a subset of variables in the history of actions and observations. In this paper,
we use the insights from IBA to tackle high dimensional reinforcement learning (RL) problems
which show this structure but where no explicit model of the world is available. In particular, we
propose a different way of organizing the recurrent neural network (RNN) used for policy and value
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(ommitted: state factors at intersection B, etc.)
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Figure 1: Traffic network (left). Dynamic Bayesian Network representing the structure of the traffic
network. The arrows illustrate the dependencies between the variables. For simplicity, some of the
external state variables as well as the actions taken at intersection B are omitted from the DBN (right).
estimation: we restrict the input of the recurrent cells to those regions that we believe contain sufficient
information to estimate the influence of the hidden variables. That is, we impose an inductive bias [9]
by selecting the areas in the observation input that need to be memorized and processing the rest with
a feedforward neural network (FNN). This intends to mitigate the training difficulties that RNNs face
in high dimensional problems. We test our method on a traffic control task and five different Atari
video games [1]. The model obtains equal performance to networks that try to overcome the partial
observability issues by feeding multiple past frames, in environments where short-term memory is
sufficient, and better performance in domains where the agent needs to remember events that are
distant in the past. Our experiments show that, in the second case, stacking a history of frames is no
longer practical and can soon deteriorate the algorithm’s efficiency. Additionally, the results indicate
that, by constraining the dimensions of the input to the agent’s internal memory, we can speed up
the learning process and find better policies than those obtained using full recurrent models. Further
analysis suggests that as a result of implementing two separate processing streams in our network:
one for variables that we can treat as Markovian (FNN) and another for variables that we need to
remember about (RNN), we facilitate the learning process and allow the network to form internal
representations that are much better at predicting the relevant hidden quantities.

2

Background

1

The model presented in Section 4 builds on the POMDP framework and the concept of influencebased abstraction. For the sake of completeness, we briefly introduce each of them here and refer
interested readers to [14, 22].
Definition 1 (POMDP) A POMDP is a tuple hS, A, T, R, Ω, Oi where S is the state space, A is
the set of actions, T is the transition probability function, with T (st , at , st+1 ) = P r(st+1 |at , st ).
R(st , at ) defines the reward for taking action at in state st , Ω is the observation space, O is the
observation probability function, O(a, st+1 , ot+1 ) = P r(ot+1 |a, st+1 ), the probability of observing
ot+1 after taking action a and ending up in state st+1 .
In the POMDP setting, the task consists in finding the policy π that maximizes the expected discounted
sum of rewards [29]. Since the agent receives only a partial observation of the true state s, a policy
that is based only on the most recent information can be sub-optimal. In general, the agent is required
to keep track of its past experiences to make the right action choices. Policies are therefore mappings
from the history of past actions and observations ht = ho0 , a0 ..., at−1 , ot i to actions.
We illustrate the concept of influence-based abstraction using the example in Figure 1, which shows
a small traffic network with three intersections. The task consists of optimizing the flow of vehicles
at intersection A. The agent can only observe the local region delimited by the red circle. Variables
denoted by x correspond to state features that are local to the agent, while y is assigned to those
that are external and therefore not part of the agent’s observation space. These variables determine
the traffic density at each road segment. The dynamics of the problem can be represented with
a dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) [24, 3] (Figure 1, right). The network shows how the local
observations are affected by both the local variables x and the external variables y that are outside of
the agents observable region. The actions taken by the intersections A and C are denoted by aA and
2

aC respectively. For simplicity, some of the external state variables as well as the actions taken at
intersection B are omitted from the DBN.
To find the optimal policy, the agent needs to be able to predict future observations. By inspecting the
Bayesian network in Figure 1 we see that if we want to predict the value of x1 at the next timestep it
is enough to know its current value and the action taken. However, estimating future values of x3
is much more complicated, because it depends on external variables y. In particular, we see that ac
influences x3 at the following timestep via y. That is, the actions taken at intersection C will affect
the traffic density at the road segment y which in turn will affect x3 . We then say that y is an influence
source for x3 , the influence destination.
Our local observation variables can be decomposed as o = hx, x̄i to distinguish the influence
destinations x̄, such as x3 , from those which are only directly affected by local variables, like x1
and x2 . In order to predict future values of x̄ we first need to infer yt , based on our local history ht ,
P r(yt |ht ). On the other hand, xt+1 can be estimated using only ot . Hence we can write:
P r(ot+1 = hxt+1 , x̄t+1 i|ht , at ) = P r(xt+1 |ot , at )P r(x̄t+1 |yt , ot , at )P r(yt |ht ).
(1)
That is, we need to condition on our local history, to be able to determine the effect of the influence
sources y on the influence destinations x̄ while the rest of the variables x can be treated as Markovian.
We can further exploit the spatial structure of our traffic network, and ignore certain nodes that are
conditionally independent from y. The blue circles in the DBN, indicate the variables in ht that we
need to condition on to estimate the effect of the influence source y on our local variable x3 . This
group of variables is known as the d-separating set (d-set).
Definition 2 (D-separating set) The d-separating set is a subset of variables dt from the local
history ht , such that the influence sources are conditionally independent from the remaining parts
of the local history ht \ dt given dt : Pr(yt |ht ) = P (yt |dt , ht \ dt ) = P r(yt |dt ). This conditional
independence can be tested using the notion of d-separation [2, Ch. 8].
The upshot of IBA is twofold: (1) it effectively splits observations into Markovian x and nonMarkovian variables x̄, and (2) it makes use of d-separation to reduce the amount of information the
agent needs to memorize in order to estimate the effect of the influence sources and predict future
observations.

3

Influence-aware Memory

While IBA offers a perspective on how to reduce the memory dependencies in POMDPs, it requires a
fully specified Bayesian network in order to determine the d-sets. In this paper, however, we tackle
the deep RL setting in which such a model is usually not available, making the straightforward IBA
approach inapplicable. Instead, we aim to use the basic insights from IBA and apply them as inductive
bias to the model of the value function by proposing a suitable network architecture.
3.1

An IBA perspective on RL for POMDPs

The value function in a POMDP can be expressed in terms of the history of actions and observations
ht = ho0 , a0 ..., at−1 , ot i as
Q(ht , at ) = R(ht , at ) +

X

Pr(ot+1 |ht , at ) max Q(ht+1 , at+1 ),
at+1

ot+1

(2)

P
where R(ht , at ) = st Pr(st |ht )R(st , at ) is the expected immediate reward at time t over the set
of possible states st given a particular history ht .
According to IBA, we can replace the dependence on the full history of actions and observations ht
by a dependence on the d-set dt (Definition 2),
Q(hdt , ot i, at ) = R(hdt , ot i, at ) +

X

Pr(ot+1 |hdt , ot i, at ) max Q(hdt+1 , ot+1 i, at+1 ),
at+1

ot+1

(3)

and dt+1 , hdt , D(ot+1 )i, where D(·) is the d-set selection operator, which chooses the variables in
ot+1 that are added to dt+1 . Then, since dt contains enough information to predict the distribution
over future states (Equation 1 and Definition 2), we can write
Q(ht , at ) = Q(hdt , ot i, at ),
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Figure 2: InfluenceNet architecture (left). Automatic d-patch selection (right)
3.2

IBA as an Inductive Bias

Even though we can not perfectly determine the exact d-set in deep RL settings, in problems like our
traffic example it is not difficult to make an informed guess about the region(s) containing sufficient
information to predict the influence sources. Therefore, we can introduce an inductive bias in the
value function by selecting small regions of the observation, which we call d-patches, and feeding
them into the recurrent layers. We use D̂(·) to refer to the d-patch selection operator, such that the
history of d-patches is given by dˆt+1 , hdˆt , D̂(ot+1 )i. However, in practice, we process them with
an RNN, and thus, with slight abuse of the notation, we define dˆt+1 , Frnn (dˆt , D̂(ot+1 )). Then, if
ˆ we can ignore some
the important information in the d-set d can be approximately recovered from d,
variables in the history and still be able to estimate the optimal value,
Q(hdt , ot i, at ) ≈ Q(hdˆt , ot i, at ).

3.3

(5)

Influence Network

We design the Influence Network (InfluenceNet) architecture so that it can learn the optimal value
function more effectively by encoding the ideas of the IBA framework as an inductive bias. The
architecture is depicted in Figure 2. The input image ot is first processed by a convolutional neural
network (CNN), which finds a compact representation of the local observations. The whole encoded
image vt is fed into an FNN while the RNN receives only small preselected regions, the d-patches,
and uses them to update its internal state dˆt Finally, the output of the FNN xt is concatenated with dˆt
and passed through two separate linear layers which compute values and action probabilities. The
benefit of connecting the FNN in parallel is that it can process the information that does not need to
be stored in memory but that is required for estimating the current state value, thus freeing up space
in the RNN’s internal memory. Note that, as opposed to IBA, our end goal is not to find a minimal
d-set but to aid the network in approximating the optimal value function (equation 5). Below we
describe two different alternatives for determining the d-patches that are fed into the RNN.
3.3.1

Manual selection of d-patches

In the first version, we exploit domain knowledge to manually specify the d-patch selection operator
D̂(·). For instance, going back to the traffic example in Section 2, if we wanted to control the traffic
lights in A using images rather than state variables, we would place d-patches at the regions of the
image that correspond to the two road segments that connect A with B and C (Figure 1) so that the
RNN can maintain an internal memory of what happens at the edges of the intersection and be able
to estimate the traffic density in B and C. The idea is to make the rest of the pixels in the observation
conditionally independent from the hidden variables so that they can be processed by an FNN.
3.3.2

Automatic selection of d-patches

Manually selecting the regions that need to be fed into the RNN requires some amount of prior
knowledge of the structure of the problem. Therefore, rather than choosing the d-patches beforehand,
we would like to learn the d-set selection operator D(·) from experience. Some of the Atari games,
contain moving sprites whose speed and direction cannot be measured using only the most recent
frame, and thus, conceptually, they can be seen as hidden variables. In Breakout, for example, it
is not necessary to memorize the whole set of pixels in the game screen to predict where the ball
will be next, but only the ones that are around the ball. Intuitively, these pixels constitute a d-set.
However, handcrafting D̂(·) such that it can track the position of the bouncing ball at every timestep
is not trivial. To overcome this potential limitation we introduce a method to automatically select the
regions that need to be fed into the RNN. This method can be described as follows: first, the image is
processed by a CNN Fcnn (o) = v which produces m × m vectors v of size N, where N is the number
4

of filters in the last convolutional layer and m × m the dimensions of the 2D output array of each
filter. Each of these vectors corresponds to a particular region in the input image. The d-patch is
Pm×m
formed by taking a weighted average of them, D̂αt (vt ) = i=0 αti vti . We propose two different
ways of computing the weights αti for each of the regions:
Static d-patch selection: The values for α, which remain constant after training, are obtained by
taking the softmax of a set of weights that we train together with the rest of the network. The same
weights are applied to every observation. This d-patch selection method suits environments where
d-sets are static and do not depend on observations or histories, like in the traffic control task.
Dynamic d-patch selection: The second approach incorporates a spatial attention mechanism similar
to the one proposed by [37] and uses it to determine the d-patches given the agent’s internal memory
ˆ The advantage is that the position of the d-patches can now change from one state to another. This
d.
is meant to correct for the fact that, in some environments like in Breakout, the d-separating variables
might differ depending on the state. Here αti is computed using a two-layer fully connected FNN
that takes as input the i-th vector vti and the previous internal memory dˆt−1 , followed by a softmax
operator that calculates the weight for each of the regions (see Figure 2). In order to preserve the
location-specific information, we also concatenate α to the output of the selection operator.

4

Experiments

The goal of these experiments is: (1) evaluate whether our approach improves over full recurrent
models, (2) see if it represents a better choice for handling partial observability than using a fixedsized window of past frames, (3) compare it to a similar architecture that does not preselect what
regions of the image are fed into the RNN, and (4) analyze the effect of our network configuration
on the hidden activation patterns to make sure it is aligned with the ideas of IBA. To that end, the
InfluenceNet model was tested on a traffic control task and the flickering version of the Atari games
[8] against three other network configurations2 : a model with no internal memory (FNN), a full
recurrent model with no d-patch selection (LSTM) and a model that also implements an FNN and an
RNN in parallel (FNN+LSTM). Note that the FNN+LSTM baseline resembles InfluenceNet in the
sense that it can still choose whether to store certain input variables in memory or simply process
them with the FNN. However, this architecture does not impose any constraints on the size of the
RNN’s input. For a fair comparison, and in order to ensure that both types of memory (frame stacking
and RNN) have access to the same amount of information, the sequence length parameter in the
recurrent models (number of time steps the network is unrolled when updating the model) is chosen
to be equal to the number of frames that are fed into the FNN baseline. Recurrent models receive
only 1 frame as input.
4.1

Traffic Control

In this environment, the agent must optimize the traffic flow at the intersection in Figure 3. The
observation space is restricted to the non-shaded area shown in the image. The agent can take two
different actions: either switching the traffic light on the top to green, which automatically turns the
other to red, or vice versa. There is a 6 seconds delay between the moment an action is taken and
the time the lights actually switch. During this period the green light turns yellow, and no cars are
allowed to cross the road. We built the environment using SUMO (Simulator of Urban Mobility) [17].
The traffic network was designed so that the agent’s local observations are clearly non-Markovian.
Cars leaving the observable region from the right-hand side will appear again after some time at the
top part. This enforces the recurrent models to remember the location and the time at which cars left
the intersection and limits the performance of agents with no memory. Agents need to anticipate
cars appearing in the incoming lanes and switch the lights in time for the cars to continue without
stopping. Knowing this, in the manual version of InfluenceNet, we place the d-patches at the end
of the outgoing road segments and treat the rest of the hidden features in the local observation as
Markovian (see grey boxes in Figure 3).
2

Although the network architecture also suits any value based or policy gradient method, in our experiments
we combine it with Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [26].
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Table 1: Average score per episode and standard deviation over the last 200K timesteps after 50
hours of training (6 hours on the traffic domain). The scores are also averaged over three trials. Bold
numbers indicate the best results on each environment. Multiple results are highlighted when the
differences are not statistically significant.
Traffic Control
Breakout
Pong
Space Invaders
Asteroids
MsPacman

FNN
−6.72 ± 0.31
26.57 ± 1.51
18.07 ± 0.06
854.93 ± 11.64
1393.75 ± 11.28
2388.03 ± 167.03

LSTM
−3.93 ± 0.20
21.32 ± 0.45
−20.25 ± 0.03
520.44 ± 9.41
1424.87 ± 5.23
1081.11 ± 293.79

FNN+LSTM
−5.51 ± 0.23
26.17 ± 0.82
19.72 ± 0.27
583.12 ± 8.76
1841.87 ± 26.09
2097.97 ± 34.71

InfluenceNet aut.(man.)
3.88 ± 0.08(−3.30 ± 0.02)
83.10 ± 5.29
20.07 ± 0.11
834.66 ± 21.23
2281.63 ± 63.92
2326.04 ± 31.53

The results in Table 1 reveal that both the manual
and automatic (static) versions of the InfluenceNet
model outperform a FNN model that receives a fixed
memory of 32 frames. This implies that memorizing
the information in the selected d-patches is sufficient
to estimate the effect of the hidden state variables on
future transitions and rewards. Moreover, while providing the last 32 frames makes the environment fully
observable (cars take a maximum of 32 steps to complete the big loop) the network is still unable to learn
the optimal behavior. On the other hand, although the
ordinary recurrent network can also reach the same
level of performance it takes longer to converge due Figure 3: Traffic control task: The observable
to its larger size. Apart from the score improvements, region corresponds to the non-shaded box cenand as a result of shrinking the recurrent module by tered at the intersection. The d-patches are
feeding only the selected d-patches, the total execu- placed at the edges of the intersection.
tion time is reduced by a factor of 2. Table 1 in the
supplementary material shows a detailed runtime performance comparison of the four model architectures. Finally, the inductive bias that InfluenceNet imposes by preselecting the d-patches facilitates
the job of the RNN component, which needs to deal with a lower dimensional input than the recurrent
module in the FNN+LSTM baseline3 .
4.2

Atari

We also evaluated the InfluenceNet model on flickering Atari. This is a modified version of the standard games introduced by [8], where the observations are replaced by black frames with probability
p = 0.5. This adds uncertainty to the environment and makes it more difficult for the agent to keep
track of the ball. Agents trained using InfluenceNet on flickering Atari are able to outperform the full
recurrent models (LSTM and FNN+LSTM). By feeding the RNN the vector computed by the d-patch
selection operator D̂αt (vt ), which contains only the most critical information, we effectively reduce
the dimensionality of the input and ease the task of the recurrent cells (see Table 1). On the other
hand, the model achieves similar or better scores than the FNN baseline which receives 8 frames as
input. This is consistent with the results obtained on the traffic control task and brings more evidence
to confirm that stacking a history of frames is not a viable option in POMDP domains with long time
dependencies. Table 1 in the supplementary material shows the runtime performance comparison on
the Atari games. Again, we see a runtime performance improvement with respect to the full RNN
architectures (LSTM and FNN+LSTM) and when compared to the FNN model. Full learning curves
and results on the standard Atari games are provided in the supplementary material
4.3

Architecture Analysis

This section contains a series of sanity checks that intend to confirm that the performance boost
revealed by our previous results agrees with our initial hypotheses and it is not just an artifact of the
network configuration. We studied the behavior of the agent after training and analyzed the internal
representations of the neural network to make sure the effect of the inductive biases we imposed in
the network architecture is aligned with the IBA perspective.
3

Videos showing the results of the traffic control experiment can be found at https://tinyurl.com/
wc3jpf4. Learning curves and more details about this environment are provided in the supplementary material.
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4.3.1

Automatic d-patch selection maps

To assess whether our two automatic d-patch selection mechanisms can capture the regions in the
observation space that intuitively have higher capability for predicting the hidden variables, we created
d-patch selection maps. We placed a grey-scale heatmap on top of the game screen to highlight the
regions that are given more weight. The two examples at the top in Figure 4 indicate that the method is
able to track the bouncing ball and thus feeds into the RNN sufficient information to be able to estimate
its velocity. Although we do not train the model on predicting next observations, the mechanism is
able to discover what variables carry information about the non-Markovian dependencies. D-patch
selection maps for the rest of the games can be found in the supplementary material.
4.3.2

Decoding the agent’s internal memory

We also evaluated if the information stored in
the agent’s internal memory after selecting the
d-patches and discarding the rest of the observation was sufficient to estimate the hidden state
variables. We trained a decoder on predicting
the full game screen given the encoded observation xt and the internal memory of d-patches dˆt ,
using a dataset of images and neural activations
collected after training the policy. The image at
the bottom left of Figure 4 shows an example of
the full game screen, from which the agent only
receives the region delimited by the red box. The
image at the bottom right shows the prediction
made by the decoder. Note that although everything outside the red box is invisible to the agent,
the decoder is able to make a fair reconstruction
of the entire game screen based on the d-patch
history encoded in the agent’s internal memory
Figure 4: Examples of the regions chosen by the d.
ˆ This implies that InfluenceNet can capture
attention mechanism (top). Example of a full game the necessary information and remember how
screen (bottom left) and the reconstruction made many cars left the intersection and when without
by the memory decoder (bottom right)3 .
being explicitly trained to do so4 .
4.3.3

Analysis of the hidden activations

Finally, we used Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [10] to measure the associations between
the network hidden activations when playing Breakout and two important features in the game: ball
velocity and number of bricks destroyed. We first computed the canonical variates that maximize the
correlation between the RNN’s hidden states dˆt and the two components of the ball velocity vector.
This yielded correlation coefficients of 0.98 and 0.90 with the first and second coordinates of the
velocity vector. On the other hand, the same procedure carried out on the outputs of the FNN xt
found correlations of just 0.18 and 0.15. This suggests that the recurrent block is detaching the FNN
from the task of estimating the influence of hidden variables so that it can focus on capturing useful
information in the game screen that doesn’t need to be memorized (see Definition 2). For instance,
when we use CCA to compare xt with the number of bricks destroyed in each frame we obtain a
correlation coefficient of 0.96. These results are consistent with the observation that memorizing all
information is unnecessary, and give more reasons to believe that connecting an FNN and an RNN in
parallel can facilitate learning Markov representations of the form hxt , dˆt i. The projections of the
hidden activations onto the space spanned by the canonical variates are depicted in Figure 5. The
scatter plot on the left shows four distinct clusters of similar hidden states dˆt which relate directly to
the four possible directions of the velocity vector. The plot on the right, shows a clear uptrend. High
values of the first canonical component of xt correspond to frames with many missing bricks. More
details about this experiment are given in the supplementary material.
4

A video of this experiment where we use the decoder to reconstruct an entire episode can be found at
https://tinyurl.com/y9cvuz7l. More examples are also provided in the supplementary material.
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Related Work

POMDP methods can be roughly divided into two broad categories. On the one hand, there are
approaches that ignore the lack of the Markov property [27, 15]. Issues like chattering and divergence,
however, make the applicability of these algorithms unsuitable for situations in which the observation
space contains insufficient information [7, 5]. On the other hand, we have methods that more explicitly
deal with non-Markovianity: policy search [14, 21], learning POMDP-like models [6, 4], predictive
state representations [35, 36], EM-based methods [33, 16], AIXI [11, 32], recurrent policies with
internal state [34, 8, 12]. However failure to converge or converging to poor quality local optima
are typical issues of all these methods in practice. The InfluenceNet model lies in between these
two methodologies in the sense that only those features of the observation input that are needed for
predicting the hidden influence sources are fed into the network to update the internal memory while
the rest are simply processed by an FNN.
The dynamic d-patch selection method we propose implements a spatial attention mechanism similar
to the one used by [37] to automatically generate captions for images. This form of attention differs
from the temporal attention mechanisms that are used in seq2seq models [18, 31] to condition on
multiple past internal states. The architecture proposed by [28] also uses attention to select the
important regions in the game screen. However, as opposed to InfluenceNet, their model does not
connect an FNN in parallel to the recurrent network, and thus the attention mechanism can not just
focus on what is important to remember but also needs to provide the RNN with enough information
to predict current state values (see equation 5). This is probably the main reason for the poor results
of their method on the Atari games. In Breakout, for example, knowing the layout of the bricks, and
the position of the paddle is essential to estimate action values but this information does not need to
be remembered and can just be processed by an FNN. Other works apply attention to facilitate the
interpretation of the agent’s behavior [20, 30] or to tackle multi-agent problems [13].

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated if ideas from IBA can be encoded as inductive biases into a neural
network. We tried to exploit the spatial structure of certain POMDP environments to reduce the
dimensionality of the input to the recurrent layers and be able to learn the value function more
effectively. The proposed architecture suits environments where the amount of information that the
agent needs to retain represents a small fraction of the entire observation. Our results indicate that,
by feeding into the recurrent cells only the d-patches while processing the rest of the image with
an FNN, the InfluenceNet model facilitates the learning process, outperforms ordinary recurrent
architectures and reduces training times. Moreover, the experiments reveal that while InfuenceNet can
easily hold long-term memories, stacking multiple frames rapidly becomes impractical as the need
for memorizing events in the distant past increases. Finally, the analysis of the model architecture
in Section 4.3 gives strong evidence to confirm that the way our agents behave and represent their
knowledge is aligned with the IBA framework.
8
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